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of various supplementary activities

*To enable the children develop LSRW skills.

*To enable them to express the feelings for  

animals.
* To enable them to comprehend the story 

and narrate in their own words.

* To enable the children develop the skill of  

punctuation.
*To enable the children to appreciate 

poems.
* To enable the children to understand the 

use  of describing words.

* To enable the children to recite the poem.

* To enable the children to increase   

vocabulary.
*To enable the children to know  about the   

value of friendship.

* To enable the children to develop good  

qualities like heiping nature, sincerity   

 * To enable the children to know  the 

rhyming words that come in the poem.

*To develop love for nature and to 

appreciate things created by god. 
* To enable the children to develop love for 

nature.
* To enable the children to imbide the 

values by growing more trees and 

protecting our earth.
*To enable the children to develop the 

language functions of interpretations, 

SEPTEMBER

AUGUST

2.   TRUE       

FRIENDSHIP.

2. FRIENDS- 

(poem)

3. THE BOY 

WHO SAVED 

THE FOREST

1. LOVE   FOR  

ANIMALS.

1. THE   

ELEPHANT-    

(poem)
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*To enable the children to develop love 

towards trees.

 * To enable the students to express their 

feelings.

*To enable the students to write ashort 

poem/ rhyme.

*To enable the children to develop 

vocabulary .

* To enable the children to know  about 

some inventions/discoveries of the 

scientists.

*Work is worship –to know the meaning of 

this proverb.

*To develop love and respect for scientists.

*Ask for information..

 *To enable the children to develop the 

moral values.

*To enable the children to be couurageouus.

*To enable the children to believe some 

things very strongly.

* To enable the students to speak few lines on  

Their favaurite    “ domestic animals “

* To enable the students to knew about the uses 

of cow.

* To enable the students to narrate the stories.

* To enable the students to read the given 

dialogue Fluently. 

NOVEMBER
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4. BELIEVE – 

(poem)

OCTOBER
3. TAMARIND-

(poem)

4.THE BOSS 

WHO CARES

1. SHABALE
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* To enable the students to develop the LSRW 

skills.

* To enable the students to develop rhyming 

words.

* To enable the students to develop describing 

skills.

* To enable the children to develop love for the 

work.

* To enable the students to know the importance 

of hard work.

* To enable the students to make the use of their  

 leisure free time.

* To enable the students to work hard in their 

studies.

* To enable the students to be sincere and   

punctual.

* To enable them to realize their own faults. 

* To appreciate the poem.

* To enable the students to know the importance 

uses  of flowers ( roses).

* To enable them to develop love for planting    

flowering plants.

* To enable the children to develop their 

vocabulary.

* To enable the children to know about great 

personalities.

* To enable the children to develop  moral values 

from their great  Personalities.   

* To enable the students to know more  about 

swamy  Vivekananda. 

* To appreciate  the poem.

* To enable the children to know the uses of 

boats.

* To enable the children to develop love towards 

craft work.

2. THE COW

( poem )

6.  PAPER 

BOATS. (poem )

4. RESULTS AND 

ROSES. ( poem )

5. A GREAT 

COACHMAN
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DECEMBER 3.  DIGNITY OF 

LABOUR
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* To  enable the children to develop love for the 

work.

*  To enable the students to know the 

importance of hard work.

* To enable the students to make the uses of 

their leisure / free time.

* To enable the students to work hard in their 

studies.

* To enable the students to  develop the respect 

for the work. 

* To enable them to realize their own faults. 

 * To  enable the children develop the feeling of 

patriotism.

* To enable  the children to develop recitation 

skill.

* To appreciate the beauty of nature.

* To enable the children to grow the flowering 

plants in their houses, schools.  

Teacher’s sign                                                                                                                        Headmaster ‘s sign

MARCH

7. CHILDREN OF 

COURAGE 

BRAVERY 

AWARDS.

8.  MY LAND . 

(poem )
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